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Ning Yuning is a rare stream in the entertainment industry. Since her debut,
there have been no scandals, no kiss scenes and sex scenes, plus her
innocent looks, she has always had the title of the head of the jade girl, even
if Looking at the whole of Asia, it is a hot star, with tens of millions of fans,
and hundreds of millions of people who know her. It can be said that it is a
very hot star, much hotter than Wu Fanyi, who is a little fresh meat.
Because Ning Yuning is not only as simple as looking beautiful, but the key
is that she is also very talented, has good acting skills, and has a good
reputation in the circle. It is much better than Wu Fanyi and the like.
In other words, Wu Fanyi is a traffic star and may pass away at any time,
but Ning Yuning will not. She is a powerful actor.
She has always worked very hard, so she especially despises the kind of
people who have a little strength, but still like to talk about them. Now in
her opinion, Lin Ziming is such a person. He is obviously just a little dragon,
but he is arrogant and domineering. She knows that she despises such people
the most.
“Ziming…” Yang Qi almost cried.
Wu Fanyi was amused by Lin Ziming again, and he was so angry that he
laughed, “Hahahaha, what a big tone! Since Wu Fan has been in my career
for so long, I have seen any big people, but I have never seen you like you.
In this way, I think you are insane and treat yourself as a human being,
right?”
Director Chen was also extremely angry. He had a tense task today and
needed to shoot very urgently. But now that he hasn’t finished shooting even
one shot, the efficiency is too low. If this is passed to the investor, Ziqiong
Media. , Then he, the director, will inevitably be scolded!
And the cause of this is because Yang Qi, a guy, brought a crazy person to
his set!
Wrong, in his eyes, Lin Ziming is a neuropathy, if he is not a neuropathy, he
would not act like this.
Knowing this long ago, he shouldn’t have promised Yang Qi, now he
regrets it!
“Yang Qi, you will take your people now and roll for Laozi, how far you
go!” Director Chen was furious and pointed at Yang Qi and cursed.
“Director…” Yang Qi’s eyes were red.
“Go!” The director picked up the props next to him and threw it at Yang Qi.
Yang Qi gritted his teeth tightly. He is now like a concubine, knowing that
his acting career is completely boring.
Originally, he still had a dream of becoming a star, but now it was shattered
and destroyed by Lin Ziming.
In response to this, he could only sighed for a long time, and even felt
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grouchy against Lin Ziming, and the whole person was very sad.
He pulled La Lin Ziming and said weakly: “Let’s go, our long-term career is
over.”
Instead, Wu Fan was willing to let them go, and immediately stopped them,
with a gloomy expression: “Is there anyone kneeling to apologize, and want
to leave? There are no doors!”
Originally, Lin Ziming had no plans to leave. This Wu Fanyi was so
arrogant, not only was his acting skills poor, he was also showing off on the
set, which brought down the quality of the entire set. Most importantly, as
soon as Wu Fan insulted him and Yang Qi, it was even more impossible for
him to let Wu Fanyi go easily.
“Kneel down to apologize?” Lin Ziming laughed immediately when he
heard this.
Wu Fan raised his head and found that I was a heavenly king. You have to
listen to my orders and said, “Yes! Both of you will kneel and apologize to
me. Otherwise, you won’t be able to eat.”
Yang Qisei shivered, and said bitterly, “Angkor, we were wrong. You are a
superstar, so why do you have a general knowledge of us little people?”
As soon as Wu Fan saw Yang Qi begging in a panic, his face was full of
pride and arrogance, “Don’t tell me this, it’s your friend who is the
brain-dead, he offended me life and death! My patience is not very good. Ah,
I count to three. If you still don’t have to kneel down, then you won’t have a
chance if you want to kneel!”
After speaking, he began to count down, “One, two…”
With so many people present, none of them dared to stand up and say a
word. All of them succumbed to Wu Fanyi’s lewdness. In fact, they were
not used to Wu Fanyi’s aggressive appearance. To be reasonable, even if it
was Lin Ziming’s fault, he offended Wu Fanyi first, but Lin Ziming only
said two ugly words, the big deal is to apologize. And Wu Fanyi asked them
to kneel down and apologize. This is something that hurts dignity.
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